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ABSTRACT: In a network environment the number of server providing the facilities for the user is usually more than 

one since the authentication protocols for multi-server environment are required for practical applications. There are a 

number of methods proposed for multi-server environment. Many of these methods achieve mutual authentication by 

sending encrypted or hashed secret information across the network which make them vulnerable to various Man-In-

The-Middle attacks. In this paper we propose a secure smart card based remote user authentication scheme for multi-

server environment. The proposed scheme use both smart card and biometric information for authentication. Smart card 

stores some sensitive data corresponding to the user that assist in user authentication. Our scheme not only supports 

multi-server environments but also achieves many security requirements. The security analysis of this method proves 

that the method is strong enough to prevent many attacks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid growth of Internet technologies, the system providing resources to be accessed over the network often 

consists of many different servers around the world. When a user requests a server's service, he must pass an 

examination of user authentication. Through this user authentication process, the server can determine whether the user 

can use the services provided by the server. When a user uses a service in a server, the transmitted messages between 

the user and the server must be kept secret. With the growing popularity of the multi-server architecture, authentication 

schemes designed for the multi-server architectures have been investigated and designed by many researchers. Among 

all of the schemes, password based authentication schemes with smart card are the most popular, mainly due to their 

strong security and simplicity. Basically, smart card authentication schemes consist of three phases namely; registration 

phase, login phase and authentication phase. The registration phase is invoked whenever new user registers in the 

server. Upon receiving the registration request, server issues a smart card to user by storing the necessary parameters 

into smart card memory. The login phase and authentication phase are invoked at the time when user login into the 

server. After receiving the login request, server checks the validity of the login request to authenticate the user. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Authentication is the primary step in any secure transaction. To achieve this, any of the multi-server authentication 

schemes can be used. Multi-Server authentication scheme enables a user to obtain services from multiple servers after 

registering with a registration Center (RC). Many researchers have come up with different authentication schemes 

designed specifically for a mutli-server environment because of its growing popularity. In a network environment, 

when a user requests a server's service, he must pass an examination of user authentication. Through this user 

authentication process, the server can determine if the user can use the provided services and the exact access rights of 

this user in these services. When a user uses a service in a server, the transmitted messages between the user and the 

server must be kept secret. They must negotiate a session key to be used for protecting their subsequent 

communications. Since a remote user authentication scheme proposed by Lamport [7] to authenticate a remote user 

over an insecure channel, several schemes have been proposed to improve functionality, security, and efficiency [2, 3, 

4, 6, 8, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].Due to the cryptographic capacity and portability, smart cards have been widely used in 

many e-commerce applications. As mentioned in [4, 8], the following criteria are crucial for remote authentication and 

session key agreement schemes using smart cards. 
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Among all of the schemes, password based authentication schemes with smart card are the most popular due to their 

strong security features and simplicity. W.-S. Juang[1] proposed a password authenticated key agreement using smart 

cards. Liao and Wang [17] pointed out that, Juang’s scheme neither updates user’s password without the help of 

registration Center nor provide the smart card for the mechanism of checking identity and password in the login phase. 

Thus, it will easily suffer online guessing attack after losing the smart card. Besides, if the secret parameters of the 

smart card are extracted with some ways, Juang’s scheme cannot withstand offline dictionary attack. They proposed a 

dynamic ID based remote user authentication scheme for multi-server environment. Hsiang and Shih [18] proved that 

Liao and Wang’s scheme fails to provide mutual authentication. They improved Liao and Wang’s dynamic identity 

based smart card authentication protocol for multi-server environment. However, Sood et al. [19] found that Hsiang 

and Shih’s protocol is susceptible to replay attack, impersonation attack and stolen smart card attack. The scheme of 

Sood et al [19] does not provide mutual authentication between the user and the server, which means that a user has no 

way to verify the validity of the service providing server. Chen et al.[5] then proposed robust smart card based remote 

user password authentication scheme. But the scheme cannot really ensure forward secrecy, and the validity of the 

password is verified by the server, so if the user inputs a wrong password in login phase, it will waste unnecessary 

communication and computation cost [20]. 

In this paper, a secure smart card based mutli-server mutual authentication scheme is proposed based on smart 

card, password and biometrics. This scheme successfully establishes a session key between the user and the server. 

This scheme also satisfies the security properties such as resistance to replay attack, resistance to masquerade attack, 

resistance to DoS attack, resistance to insider attack. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

In this section, we propose an efficient multi-server password authenticated key agreement scheme using smart 

cards. There are three kinds of participants in our protocol: users, servers and a registration centre. In this scheme, we 

assume the registration center can be trusted. The registration centre examines the validity of login users and then 

issues a smart card to eligible users. The user only has to register at the registration center once and can use services 

provided by various servers. The proposed method consists of two phases: 

 Registration phase  

  Login and mutual-authentication phase 

 Password change phase 

Out of Band Authentication (OOB) is one of the main key features of this scheme. For OOB sms services can be 

used. The security functionality of the proposed method will be further analyzed. The notations used in this method are 

summarized in Table 1. 

 

A. Registration Phase: 

If any user Ui wants to get services from the available servers under the control of Registration Center (RC), First all 

the users must undergo registration phase. Let the servers be S = S1...Sj...Sn, As a first step the user Ui selects a user 

identity idi and a password pwi, then send idi, h(pwi) to the Registration Center (RC). After verifying the uniqueness of 

the identity the RC sends a unique key ki to the user Ui for further communication. The key ki send using the OOB 

service such as sms. The user Ui then select a secret sec and then compute the actual password npwi for the user Ui, 

npwi = h (idi
⊕ h(pwi||sec)). Then input the biometric characteristics of the user such as finger print by using proper 

device. Then the user sends pwi, idi and BIO encrypted with the key ki through secure channel. After getting this 

message the Registration Center(RC) become capable of calculating npwi, RC then generated a smart card for the user 

Ui along with BIO, idi, npwi, ki. The Registration Center(RC) sends the details such as ki, idi, Pij and npwi to the 

corresponding servers those selected by the RC for providing services to the user Ui.. Pij is the service period of a server 

Si for any user Ui. The registration phase is shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig. 1   Registration Phase 

 

 

B. Login and mutual-authentication phase: 

When a user Ui want to access the services of any server Sj, login and mutual-authentication phase is invoked. The 

user swipe the smart card for the local system verification. During local system verification the biometrics entered in 

the smart card is compared with the sample taken from the user at the time of login attempt, this helps to prevent the 

system from Man-In-The-Middle attacks. The local system sends the idi along with the Pij and time stamp ts encrypted 

with the secret key ki. After receiving this message the server Sj generates a onetime key keyij to the user through sms 

to the mobile phone. Then the local system sends MACkeyij(BIO), ts, idi, npwi to the server Sj encrypted with the key ki. 

When the server get this details, the server Sj computes MACkeyij(BIO), and then compares it with the received 

MACkeyij(BIO), hence we can say that the user Ui is authenticated to the server Sj. As a next step server Sj calculates 

kssi as h(npwi
⊕keyssi) and then send idi

  and ts encrypted with kssi to the user Ui. After receiving it the user decrypt the 

message by calculating the key keyij. Then verify idi and also check the time stamp ts. The existence of ts helps to 

check the freshness of the message. As a result we can say that the server Sj is authenticated to the user Ui. So the 

mutual authentication is completed, Session key is discarded when the session expires. The mutual authentication phase 

is depicted in Fig.2. 
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Fig. 2   Login & Mutual Authentication Phase 

 

C. Password change phase: 

This procedure is invoked whenever a user wants to change his password. In this procedure, the user can easily 

change his password with minimum number of steps as shown in fig.3. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3   Password Change Phase 

 

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

This section provides the security analysis of the proposed scheme against other multi-server schemes. Table 1 shows 

the Comparison of our scheme with other multi-server schemes. 
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A. Mutual Authentication: 

To achieve mutual authentication the client must prove its identity to the server and also the server prove its identity 

to the user. In our proposed protocol mutual authentication is achieved, which is explained in the login and mutual 

authentication phase of the proposed system. 

B. Simple & secure password modification: 

The proposed scheme provides simple and very secure password modification method. If the smart card and the 

password are stolen by any intruder, he/she cannot able to masquerade as a legitimate user because during the time of 

local system verification the biometric characteristics stored in the smart card is compared with the login users 

biometric characteristics. The password modification phase is very simple and secure, the OOB transfer of sec(new) 

helps to improve the security.  

C. Fast error detection: 

In this scheme the error detection is very effective and fast 

D. Insider attack resistance: 

An insider attack is a malicious attack performed on a network/computer system by a person who has an authorized 

system access. The biometric detail of the user helps to avoid such kind of attacks. 

E. Forgery attack resistance:   

   The OOB communication and biometric checking helps to avoid all kinds of forgery attacks because, the 

biometric character is completely different for any two persons. And also the OOB communication can be consider as a 

secure communication. 

F. Three factor security: 

In this proposed system we will make use of three factors such as password, smart card and the biometric 

characteristics for the authentication.  

 

Table 1 

Comparison with other multi-server schemes 

 

                 Our             Juang et al.          Tsai              Liao et al.             Yoon et al. 

              (2004)             (2008)              (2009)                (2010) 

 

           C1           Yes     Yes  Yes            No Yes 

         C2          Yes     No       No   Yes  Yes 

                C3           Yes     No  No  Yes  Yes 

                C4           Yes     No  No  No  No 

                C5           Yes     Yes  Yes  Yes  No 

                C6           Yes     No  No  No  Yes 

 

  C1: Mutual-authentication          C2: Simple & secure password modification          

  C3: Fast error detection               C4: Insider attack resistance 

  C5: Forgery attack resistance         C5: Three factor security  
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

This section describes the details of the proposed protocol implementations. We implemented the protocol by using 

.Net programming. For Out-of-Band Authentication we use SMS. The fig.4 shows the home page of the implemented 

scheme.  

 
 

Fig.4 Home Page 

 

 

The sample of OOB authentication SMS is shown in fig.5.  

 

 

                         
 

Fig.5. SMS through phone    .                                                                 Fig.6. Key Generation                                                                
  

After registration phase the valid user get smart card. By using this smart card and the biometric characteristics 

he/she can communicate with the servers allocated by the RC. After authentication user get a home page with 

information about the available servers. The user can select the server. When the user clicks into the select button 

he/she get a new key through SMS. After entering the key the user can start using the server. All these operations are 

shown in the fig.6.  

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

  In this paper, a secure smart card based remote user authentication scheme for multi-server environment is 

proposed. Through analysis it has been proved that the proposed scheme is strong enough to prevent different attack. 

The proposed scheme archives mutual authentication and session key agreement. A comparison with other schemes 

shows that the proposed scheme is more secure than the other related schemes.  
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In the future, we will propose a cryptanalysis scheme to prove that our authentication mechanism is secure and 

discuss the biometric matching issue in detail. 
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